NOTABLE TREES TO FIND IN
HERBERT PLANTATION

It is no coincidence that four of the ten trees are from the Pine and Redwood families.
These are some of the fastest growing trees, so one would expect that if they were present,
they might be large. However, that does leave five other species.
If you want a real challenge, then find the lone Horse Chestnut, which is also beside a path.
There is no need to stray off the paths for any of these trees.

Some Notable Trees to look for in Herbert Plantation
No 1. Common Lime.
Tilia x europaea in the Tiliaceae family.
Height: 26 m. (85ft.)
Girth: Not measured, as it is a coppiced bowl,
but 11 large trunks.
This is a most interesting tree, as it has almost
certainly been coppiced at some time (i.e. cut
down to the ground, when it will then sprout
numerous new shoots, as with Hazel
coppicing) and also the left hand part appears
to have grown from a piece of the tree that was
lying down, and took root.

No 2. Norway Spruce.
Latin name: Picea abies, in the Pinaceae family of
conifers.
Height: 18.3 m. (60 ft.)
Girth: 1.7 m (5.6 ft.)
This is the best example of Norway Spruce in the wood.
It’s the traditional Christmas tree species, before the nondrop varieties became popular. There are a few, fairly
miserable, examples amongst the Scots pines.
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No 3. Norway Maple.
Latin name: Acer platanoides, in the Aceraceae
family, with Sycamore and Field Maple
Height: 15.3 m. (50.2 ft.)
Girth: 0.71 m. (2.33 ft.)
There are very few Norway Maples in the wood,
the biggest being some way off any path. They are
very similar to sycamores, with pointed leaves.

No 4. European Larch.
Latin name: Larix decidua, in the Pinaceae family.
Height: 26.2 m. (86 ft.)
Girth: 2 m. (6.6 ft.)
There are about five other Larch hidden away in
the wood, so if you want to do some more
detective work, they are all visible from the paths.
The whole wood was planted with Larch in the
mid 1920s, and most was felled by hand for pit
props in the mid 1930s. Cpt. 5A was the last stand
of it, but it all blew down in the January 1990
storm, except these two stalwarts, which are
standing on an ancient boundary bank. Data for
tree in foreground here.
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No 5. Douglas fir.
Latin name: Pseudotuga menziesii, in the
Pinaceae family.
Height: 36.6 m. (120 ft.)
Girth: 5.9 m. (19.4 ft.)
Probably the parent of the other Douglas firs
nearby, this magnificent tree was planted along with the Wellingtonia - when the wood
was part of Adbury Park, where there are a
large number of other examples.
Surprisingly, its girth is less than that of the
Wellingtonia. - Feel free to measure them.

No 6. Wellingtonia.
Latin name: Sequoiadendron giganteum, in the
Taxodiaceae family.
Height: 36.6 m. (120 ft.)
Girth: 6.8 m. (22 ft.)
One of two, the second one was snapped in half in
the January 1990 storm. If you walk over the
bridge just near this tree, the remains of the other
one lie beside the path, and you can just see it’s
‘stump’ with a small piece of rhododendron
growing from it! Another remnant of Adbury
Park, when these firs were planted along with the
rhododendron, probably as a ‘walk’, which shows
on the Victorian OS map.
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No 7. Sweet Chestnut coppice.
Latin name: Castanea sativa, from the
Fagaceae family, which is the same
family as Oak and Beech.
Height: 28.7 m. (94 ft.)
Girth: Not measured, as coppice, but it
has 9 individual trunks, the largest one of
which has a 1.3 m. (4.3 ft.) girth.
One of the ancient Sweet Chestnuts in
this lower part of the wood, these were
probably last coppiced just after the war.
Sadly a number are dying, although the
cause is not apparent.

No 8. Ancient coppiced English Oak
Latin name: Quercus robur, from the Fagaceae
family.
Height: Estimated 15 m. (50 ft)
Girth: Not measured, as coppice, but it has 8
individual trunks, the largest one of which has a
m. (ft.) girth.
This amazing tree, only revealed from amongst a
dense cover of holly in September 2015, was
obviously coppiced many years ago, and has
grown into what one onlooker referred to as an
‘Oaktopus’.
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No 9. Ancient boundary English Oak
Latin name: Quercus robur, from the Fagaceae
family.
Height: Not measured, but possibly over 70ft.
Girth: 4270 mm (14 ft.)
Most likely to be the largest oak in the wood, this
is probably one of many oaks that were planted as
boundary markers, some 2 hundred years ago,
during the ‘Enclosures’.

No 10. Ivy.
Latin name: Hedera helix, from the Araliaceae
family.
Height: Probably as high as the tree...
Girth: 0.57 m. (1.9 ft.)
At first you’d be forgiven for thinking this was
another oak stem, but you’ll believe it is ivy,
when you follow it up the oak, on which it
climbs. This ivy is probably the same age as the
tree, which is probably about 90 years old.
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How to measure the height and girth of a tree.
Cut a stick, or make a mark on your walking stick, equal to the distance from your eye to the tip of your
thumb, when your arm and thumb are outstretched. Then hold the stick vertically at arms length, and walk
back or forwards, until the top of the stick is level with the top of the tree, and the bottom of the stick is level
with the bottom of the tree. The distance between your stick and the tree is the height of the tree.
Girth should be measured at a height of 1.3 metres, which is chest high to an average height adult.

